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Transport projects and land uses

I Rising expenditure on transport ‘mega-projects’ in Australia has
been criticised as wasteful.

I Proponents regularly claim mega-projects are ‘city-shaping’.
I Any significant project is likely to impact land uses.
I In isolation, projects unlikely to be transformative at city scale.

I We lack a coherent approach to modelling land use—transport
interactions (LUTI).
I Not just about estimating Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs).
I Land use changes affect conventional transport benefits.
I Base case land uses are influenced (often opaquely) by transport

project assumptions.
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Conventional approach

I Conventional four-step transport models are the workhorse for
major project appraisal.

I Strategic transport models (STMs) for Australian metros are
long established.

1. Trip generation
2. Trip distribution
3. Mode choice
4. Trip assignment

I User benefits aggregated up over OD pairs, purposes, modes.
I But a fundamental limitation of scope:

I Exogenous land uses (counts of residents, jobs, students, etc.).
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Dynamic Spatial Models (DSMs) and LUTI

I What are DSMs?
I Regions are linked dynamically through internal migration.
I Regions are linked contemporaneously through trade. We add

commuting.
I Clear theoretical structure of dynamic spatial equilibrium

supports transparent welfare analysis.

I Can naturally incorporate
I Project CapEx/O&M (in space, over time)
I Impacts on travel and trade costs (from STM)

I Ideally, a LUTI framework links DSM and STM iteratively.
I VLUTI shows this is feasible in comparative statics setting.
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This paper

I Presents a flexible DSM of Australia
I Incorporates commuting destination choice allows application to

small regions.
I SA2-based geographies, occupational and industry aggregations

tailored to applications maintain computational feasibility.
I Custom solution algorithm exploits model structure.

I Application to a hypothetical rail upgrade in SE Queensland.
I Model both investment and operating phases.
I Local impacts increase gradually, starting prior to operations.
I Differentiate by occupation, by sector.
I Local and aggregate welfare effects.
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Theoretical structure of the DSM

I Sequence of period equilibria nested within a dynamic
equilibrium

I Workers choose a sequence of occupation × residence region
pairs
I Residence and occupation determine period expected flow utility
I Dynamic transitions are costly

I Workers maximise lifetime utility, given initial states, assuming
perfect foresight.
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Details of the period equilibria

I Labour, product and housing markets in equilibrium.

I Labour is supplied by occupational workers who make costly
commutes from their place of residence.

I Firms in different sectors produce goods or services using
labour, land, capital and intermediates.

I Goods and services are traded between regions with iceberg
trade/travel costs.

I Housing services are untraded and require no labour input.

I In the simulation presented, land and capital are fixed,
sector-specific factors.
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SEQ implementation: spatial and temporal dimensions

I 2241 regions in core database (SA2s, ASGS 2016)
I Aggregated to 452 regions for this implementation

I 351 SA2s in South-East Qld and NSW Northern Rivers
I 35 SA3s in Rest of Qld and NE NSW
I 65 SA4s or Rest of Australia

I 160 2.5-yr periods for good convergence to long-run
steady-state.
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SEQ implementation: occupations and industries

I 43 occupations in core database (ANZSCO Sub-Major Groups)
I Aggregated to 3 occupations for this implementation

I White collar
I Pink collar
I Blue collar

I 19 industries in core database (ANZSIC Divisions) plus housing
I In this implementation

I Goods
I Business services
I Transport and public services
I Consumer services
I Housing
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Solution method

I Solved in a combination of levels and inter-period ratios using
nested iterative methods
I Period equilibria solved by nested fixed point algorithms
I Dynamic paths solved by backward shooting
I Dynamic relaxation applied in both cases

I Computational advantages (for large spatial models)
I Avoids computing derivatives, matrix inversion
I Exploits block-zero structure
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Fast express services between Helensvale and Roma St
I CapEx $960m total, ramping up over periods 1–3

I Funded by perpetual lump sum tax on all households

I O&M $12m/yr forever

I N.B. scenario modelled is purely hypothetical
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Residents change (vs base) in 2056

Gains are heavily concentrated around Beenleigh station.
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Jobs change (vs base) in 2056

Job gains reflect strong net flow of commuters into Brisbane CBD.
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Resident and job changes around Beenleigh station

I Resident relocations are slow but preempt operating phase.
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Sector output and price changes around Beenleigh station

I Industry output changes relatively small.

I Housing larger, but strong price effect.
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Welfare: local and regional effects
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Welfare: expenditures versus transport benefits
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Conclusions

I DSMs provide an ideal framework for economic appraisal of
transport projects, explicitly representing
I Generalised travel and freight cost savings
I CapEx, O&M over time, place
I Funding

I Wide range of outputs
I Model-consistent welfare effects
I Local land use and other economic impacts
I Regional and macroeconomic indicators, e.g. GSP/GDP

I Could link to an STM via land use and transport cost changes
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Future work

I DSMs can be extended
I External impacts of agglomeration on productivity
I Dynamics of local investments in immobile capital stocks

I Challenges with DSM–STM for LUTI modelling
I Are overlaps between models (trip generation and distribution)

problematic?
I Need method for time interpolation/extrapolation of transport

cost changes.
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